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Editor’s comment Editor Nick Barrett says there is already light at the end of the COVID-19
tunnel but the steel construction sector remains focussed on the health and safety of its own
and others’ workforces.
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Comment

Steel builds for the future

Nick Barrett - Editor

As NSC went to press the latest news in the very fast-moving COVID-19 crisis was, at last, positive. The
rate of increase in the numbers of new cases looked like it might have peaked, which suggested that
the country’s lockdown policy was having some success and the massive disruption to normal life
and many parts of the economy was working.
The light at the end of this tunnel though remained darkly tinged by the fact that deaths from the
virus would continue to rise for some time. Failure to stick with the lockdown restrictions until the all
clear is given would of course render all the sacrifices that have been made so far meaningless, and
we could be back to square one, facing lengthier lockdowns and more deaths.
Construction sites were still able to operate as we went to press. The construction industry clearly
wants to play its part in this survival struggle but, as BCSA President Tim Outteridge says in News this
month, the whole supply chain must play its part. That means clients, main contractors, specialists,
sub-contractors and sub-subcontractors all have a role to play. Key to this is mutual respect for each
other’s situations, and an acknowledgement that human life is more important than construction
programmes.
Contractual clauses might prevent contractors from stopping work in the absence of clear
instructions to do so. Clients may be safeguarding their positions by not ordering shutdowns. The
BCSA and other industry bodies have called on main contractors to ensure that, while sites remain
open, proper health and safety precautions related to preventing the spread of this coronavirus must
be observed.
Work remains underway on a wide variety of impressive steel-framed projects across the
UK, as you will see from this issue of NSC. They range from a ‘factory of the future’ for a Chinese
biopharmaceutical company in the Republic of Ireland, a landmark training facility for Leicester City
FC, a four-storey office building at a chemicals complex in Runcorn, and a replacement sports centre
in Shoreditch, London, where this Editor once rose without trace on its squash club ladder.
In news we can see evidence of the extensive plans for projects that we hope to write about in
future issues, and which show steel construction figuring in the plans of modern growth industries,
including a factory for an aerospace manufacturer, a 141m-long flyover for the A19, planning
approval for the UK’s first waste plastic to fuel facility, and approval for Bristol’s long awaited arena.
Steel is a modern method of construction by virtue of its whole life sustainability credentials and
the offsite nature of its manufacture, and its benefits are highlighted in two just released guides
aimed at clients and designers that you can also read about in News. As Tim Outteridge says, the
economy is probably heading for recession. But when we emerge on the other side of this crisis
the steel construction sector aims to be in sound shape to continue providing the levels of quality
steelwork that our modern economy relies on.
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News

BCSA revise safety measures to
prevent the spread of COVID-19
The British Constructional Steelwork
Association (BCSA) has revised its Safe
Site Handover Certificate to include
safety measures introduced by Public
Health England (PHE) to prevent the
spread of COVID-19.
The revision includes the two-metre
rule for self-distancing and information
on regular cleaning of surfaces, such as
access and egress points (where hand
sanitisers are needed), canteens and
welfare facilities.
The updated certificate has been
circulated to all BCSA steelwork
contractor members. They are advised
not to go on site until the client and
main contractor have put all the health

and safety measures in place and signed
the certificate.
It has been reported that there
is confusion over construction sites
remaining open and whether they are
safe places to work. Workers are worried
and concerned for their safety and
consequently some sub-contractors have
decided to remove staff from sites.
The BCSA understand that in order
to retain workers on site some main
contractors are using contractual threats,
while others are trying to off-load their
site health and safety responsibilities to
their sub-contractors.
Following recent feedback from its
members, the BCSA is reminding clients

and main contractors that they have a
duty of care under the Health and Safety
at Work Act. This means they have to
adopt measures to reduce or eliminate
the risk of harm where their activities
could result in harming people other
than their own employees.

Tim Outteridge, President of
the BCSA said: “This epidemic is
unprecedented and more than ever at
this time it is essential that clients and
main contractors understand their
health and safety responsibilities and
stop putting our workers in danger.”

Steel construction sector remembers Colin Taylor
Colin Taylor who was instrumental in
helping to develop the design standards
for structural steelwork died on 5th
February 2020 at the age of 84.
He was born in the West Midlands and
lived in Dublin, Liverpool, Birmingham,
Wales and India before settling down in
Epsom in 1970. He was married to Jose
and had two children and a grandson.
Colin graduated from Cambridge
and became a Chartered Engineer and
a Fellow of the Institution of Structural
Engineers. After working for W S Atkins

& Partners, he joined the
Steel Construction Institute
in 1987 shortly after it was
founded in 1985 where he
was part of the ‘portacabin
generation’ as the offices
were not built until later.
For more than 35 years
Colin was synonymous with
the drafting of structural
steel design standards including BS
5950 Part 1 and more recently BS EN
1993. It is said that he contributed more

than anyone else to the
development of these
standards and it is through
his dedication and technical
knowledge that the UK steel
construction industry has
some of the best standards
in the world.
For his work, Colin
received the BSI
Distinguished Service Certificate that
marks his contribution to British,
European and International standards for

steel structures.
Throughout his life, he maintained
an interest in the development of
structural steel design standards and up
to very recently he was working on the
European standard for the design of crane
supporting structures.
British Constructional Steelwork
Association CEO Dr David Moore said:
“His knowledge and pragmatism will
be a great loss to the steel construction
industry, and he’ll be sadly missed by his
family, friends and colleagues.”

Steelwork tops out at Brixton theatre scheme
Project stakeholders have held a topping
out ceremony at the Ovalhouse theatre
scheme in Brixton, south London.
Working on behalf of main

contractor Galliford Try, Mifflin
Construction has fabricated, supplied
and erected 575t of structural steelwork
for the theatre.

Coldharbour Councillor Scarlett O’Hara, Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment
and New Homes Matthew Bennett, Dulwich & West Norwood MP Helen Hayes, and
Lambeth Council Leader Jack Hopkins, help to tighten the ceremonial bolt in the new
Ovalhouse theatre
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Forming part of Lambeth Council’s
regeneration of Brixton’s Somerleyton
Road, the new steel-framed theatre is
being constructed as the focal point of
a project that also includes 300 homes,
workspaces and community facilities.
The Ovalhouse has been designed
by Edmund Wilson of Foster Wilson
Architects as a fully accessible space
for both artists and audiences. It will
contain two theatre spaces, rehearsal
studios as well as high-quality training
facilities and spaces designed to be used
by the local community.
Ovalhouse, which is currently based
in nearby Oval, has built its reputation
on supporting new artists, working with
young people and communities, and
putting on shows.
According to Foster Wilson
Architects, the design of the new theatre
building is purposefully robust, with
exposed materials, such as the steel

frame, that are capable of adaption to
individual performances, in keeping
with the spirit of studio theatre.
Externally, the design of the building
relates to the industrial architecture
of Brixton and the early street lighting
of nearby Electric Avenue, with a
new anodized aluminium facade that
incorporates a range of lighting and
signage.
“Using structural steelwork was the
obvious choice for this project as a
lightweight frame was required because
the Victoria underground line runs
directly below the site, preventing any
piling,’’ explains Conisbee Associate
Denis Kealy.
‘We also needed a framing solution
that could efficiently provide the long
spans and column-free spaces within
the building.”
The Ovalhouse is scheduled to open
its doors in spring 2021.

News

Tata Steel launches new
hollow sections design app
Tata Steel, in partnership with the Steel
Construction Institute, has launched
a new and fully revised app version of
its ‘Blue Book’ software tool, which is
now available for structural engineers to
download for free.
Developed to aid structural engineers,
the new Celsius® Structural Hollow
Sections Design app includes Tata Steel’s
entire structural hollow sections range,
including square, rectangular, circular and
elliptical hollow sections, and incorporates
comprehensive section property data for
key products.
The app automatically calculates the
available steel section sizes, based on a

project’s specific loading requirements,
and allows the user to efficiently assess
alternative specifications, saving valuable
time.
According to Tata Steel, the new app
helps to improve accuracy, providing
results based on actual effective lengths
input by the user. App users can also apply
filters, such as specifying a maximum
or minimum size within the calculation,
making it easier to further control the
information provided.
Steve Whitfield, Manager – Structural
Tubes at Tata Steel, commented: “In
this digital era, we knew that we wanted
to create a valuable, efficient and user-

Keys handed over for steelframed aerospace facility

Winvic Construction has handed over
the keys to a £44M industrial unit at
Ansty Park, Coventry for international
aerospace, defence and energy
engineering group Meggitt.
The 46,000m2 building required 1,775t
of structural steelwork and will be used as
a manufacturing and test facility as well
as the company’s global headquarters.
Winvic said it worked with architect
firm Michael Sparks Associates to deliver
the prominent and high-quality design

where sustainability was important.
The project has achieved ‘A+ EPC and
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ ratings, and
comprises elements such as a rainwater
harvesting system and photovoltaic
panels.
Notable elements that have been
designed to an elevated specification
include a full-height glass atrium area
where striking 3 x 1m floor tiles have
been utilised, while the front of the
building – which houses the main offices

friendly design tool, all qualities that
I believe we have achieved with our
Structural Hollow Sections Design app –
the all-new, essential guide for the design
of steelwork.”
The app is now available to download
for free from the app store on either Apple
or Android.

– is also completely glazed.
Winvic Operations Manager, Dave
Roberts, said: “From pre-construction
discussions to the final elements of the
complex fit-out, this project has been a
great example of partnership working
between a main contractor, client and
end-user; it has been a joy to work closely
with developer Manse Opus and Meggitt
and to share the same visions of quality,
commercial viability and first-rate
design.”
Richard Smith, Opus Land Joint
Managing Director, added: “We feel
privileged to have been appointed
to develop such a world-leading
manufacturing and head office facility
for a company of Meggitt’s standing and
are delighted at the quality of the Winvic
build and the professionalism of their
on-site team.”
Working on behalf of Winvic, Caunton
Engineering fabricated, supplied and
erected the project’s steelwork.

Contract awarded for
A19 flyover
Forming part of Highways England’s A19 Testo’s Junction
Improvement Scheme, Cleveland Bridge has been awarded the
contract to install a new 141.4m-long flyover bridge.
Further alleviating traffic congestion on the redeveloped
roundabout that connects the A19 with the A184, the flyover is part
of a five-year £15bn programme by Highways England to improve
journeys between the main North East arterial route and the
surrounding areas.
To date two additional lanes on both northbound and
southbound sides of the roundabout have been completed, which
has also created the space for the construction of the flyover that
includes the installation of more than 130 concrete piles.
The 1,393t weathering steel road bridge will be fabricated in a
series of 25 paired girders at Cleveland Bridge’s Darlington facility,
which is 40 miles south of the project site.

Cleveland Bridge Managing Director Chris Droogan said:
“We are highly active in markets across the world, but it is always
satisfying to secure projects in our home region of the North
East, particularly those that will bring significant benefits to the
efficiency of the area’s transport network.
“We are also very proud to continue our long-term collaborative
relationships with Highways England and Costain and look forward
to the successful delivery of this project.”

NEWS
IN BRIEF
New Steel Construction
magazine is hoping to
continue with hard copy
distribution throughout the
current COVID-19 health crisis.
However, as you may now be
working from home, would
you like to change the address
the magazine is currently sent
to? If so, please email details
of your change of address
(both 'old' and 'new') to info@
steelconstruction.org
Designs for a £100M
redevelopment of Crompton
Place Shopping Centre and
Victoria Square in Bolton have
been revealed by Bolton
Regeneration, a partnership
between Beijing Construction &
Engineering Group International
and Midia. The plans include the
construction of a 110-bedroom
hotel, 150 homes, a 7,500m2
office block, and a mixed-use
retail, leisure, dining and events
space, dubbed Bolton Works,
alongside improved public
realm. The completed scheme
would be named Bolton Victoria
Square.
Laing O’Rourke has been
appointed as preferred
contractor to deliver Everton
FC’s new 52,000 capacity
stadium at Bramley Moore
Dock on Liverpool’s waterfront.
A pre-construction services
agreement for a design and
build contract is due to be
signed after a competitive
procurement process. Work on
the new stadium is expected
to start later this year, subject
to planning consent, and is
expected to take three years.
VINCI Construction has secured
a £27M design and construct
project for Staffordshire
University for the new Catalyst
Building, which will become a
flagship centre for apprentices
and digital skills. The university
said the state-of-the-art facility
will support students to study
flexible degrees that meet their
needs, those of employers and
help students secure highlyskilled jobs.
Balfour Beatty has been
appointed main contractor
for a new regional transport
integration hub at Motherwell
station, with work set to begin
this year. ScotRail, North
Lanarkshire Council, Strathclyde
Partnership for Transport (SPT),
and Transport Scotland have
teamed up to create the hub.
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News

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
The world is facing unprecedented
times. The effect of the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic on the health
and wellbeing of the nation is still
uncertain. Each day the number of
people infected, and the number of
deaths increases. We are also getting
more stringent information on social
distancing; pubs restaurants, clubs etc have been
closed as have some parks and public spaces. We can
only go outside for food, health reasons or work - but
only if we cannot work from home. Further restrictive
measures including ‘curfews and prohibitions’ on
movement may yet be imposed.
The government and the Chancellor have
introduced unprecedented peacetime measures to
ensure companies and employees make it through the
pandemic and are able to continue their business and
social lives once the pandemic is over.
But what are steelwork contractors doing? Like
most companies they are trying to follow government
guidance, but this is changing rapidly, and the
measures put in place today may be different from
those needed tomorrow. These are very challenging
and stressful times.
Most companies are doing their best to operate
a business as usual approach by putting in place
lots of measures to help prevent the spread of the
virus including special cleaning in the office and
workshop. Members of staff with existing conditions
and those with children whose jobs permit it have
been set up with systems allowing then to work from
home. Companies report that all staff are being very
supportive and realise that it is not just the Company’s
responsibility to deal with the current circumstances,
but they too have a responsibility.
However, the business as usual approach is
becoming more difficult as site shutdowns become
widespread. Nevertheless, it is important to ensure
that the business remains viable during these difficult
times and this includes reviewing active contracts and
any contracts that the company is about to enter. It is
important to review what the contract says about the
following issues:
• Use of alternative materials
• Force majeure (if defined, sometimes epidemics or
pandemics are included)
• Relevant events/matters enabling claims for
extensions of time and additional money
• Delay and liquidated damages
• Rights to suspend/terminate the contract
• Notices – early warnings and notification of relevant
events/compensation events in particular
Other issues that are being reviewed include what
to do if employees do contract coronavirus, and if you
do shut down the works how do you do so quickly
and safely? How quickly and safely can companies
react to receiving a notice to shut down your works on
site from a main contractor? These are questions that
some companies are having to deal with now. Another
issue to consider is insurance and whether companies
have insurance policies that could held recoup losses
and, if you have this type of insurance, do you need to
contact your insurers under the terms of the insurance
policy?
The effect of the pandemic is likely to result in a
recession although there is also talk of a depression.
Strategic planning is therefore needed to ensure
companies can weather the results of this economic
shock.
These are very difficult times for the country, its
people and the construction industry. The impact
that this will have on the construction industry is
unknown, but I feel that by pulling together the
industry will come through this.
Tim Outteridge
BCSA President
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Steel sector mourns
William Hare CEO
David Hodgkiss OBE, CEO of
steelwork contractor William
Hare and grandson of the
company’s founder, has died after
a short illness, he was 71.
A company statement said:
“Many clients and employees will
have met or worked directly with
David and know of his enduring
passion and enthusiasm for his
family’s business. David’s legacy
through his dynamic leadership
can be seen throughout the global
business.
“In this testing time of a global

pandemic, David wished for
all colleagues to continue their
positive attitude towards every
facet of their respective work, to
ensure continued and successful
services to our clients.”
David’s sister and William Hare
Chairman, Susan Hodgkiss CBE
DL, said: “He will be sadly missed
by the construction world and
many others, and our thoughts
are with his wife Shirley and
family.”
David and Susan together
had put measures in place to

ensure that there is a legacy plan
with the family to maintain a
direct involvement, securing the
heritage and future direction of a
successful family business.
William Hare Group Board
have announced, in order to
ensure business continuity,
that Hugo Camacho has been
appointed as Chief Operations
Officer.

Kloeckner Metals UK gains
fit for nuclear status
Kloeckner Metals UK has
announced that it has been
certified with Fit 4 Nuclear status
(F4N) by Nuclear AMRC.
F4N is a unique service,
developed by Nuclear AMRC
(University of Sheffield) to help
UK manufacturing companies get
ready to bid for work in the nuclear
supply chain. It lets companies
measure their operations against
standards required to supply the
nuclear industry - in new build,
operations and decommissioning.
Throughout the assessment
process Kloeckner’s Blackburn
site was supported by F4N

Industry Advisor John Olver who
reviewed a wide range of processes
and procedures and suggested
improvements.
Mr Olver said: “Kloeckner
Blackburn has been on its F4N
journey for three years. In that
time, extra resource has been
provided in a focused manner and
substantial training undertaken
to ensure there is a suitably
qualified workforce, effective
communication and introduction
of a lean philosophy. There is
clearly a strong commitment
from the business and all its
employees towards a nuclear safety

culture and ongoing continuous
improvement.
Steve Tyrer Kloeckner Metals
UK Business Development
Manager Nuclear said: “Our F4N
journey has been an extremely
positive one with our successful
award the result of a collaborative
approach.
“This certificate is in recognition
of Kloeckner’s strong drive towards
continuous improvement and will
greatly assist us in our journey into
nuclear new build, as many tier one
contractors recognise F4N as an
important qualification to identify
new potential suppliers.”

Steel trees support LSE campus expansion
Two steel tree-like structures have
been installed as integral elements
of the London School of Economics
(LSE) new Marshall Building.
The trees, which are to be
encased in concrete, help to
create open-plan areas and evenly
transfer substantial loads to the
foundations in the otherwise
concrete-framed building.
Both trees have four steel
raking branches, are similar in
size and provide similar solutions.
One of the trees is supported by
a column, stemming from the
first floor through a second-floor
void, and supports the third floor.
The other tree supports the slab
at level four and is founded on a
steel column that is sat on top of a
transfer beam at level one.

“Steel was used for the trees
as the four branches collectively
support approximately 3,500t,
which was not feasible in concrete
given the structural zones available,”
explains AKT II Associate Wai Pang.
Offering approximately
18,100m2 of space, the Marshall
Building is the latest project
in the London School of
Economics (LSE) campus-wide
redevelopment programme.
Overlooking Lincolns Inn Fields,
the flagship building will have ten
upper floors and two basement
levels, and will contain The Marshall
Institute for Philanthropy and Social
Entrepreneurship, founded by Sir
Thomas Hughes-Hallett and Sir Paul
Marshall to improve the impact,
effectiveness and appeal of private

contributions to the public good.
Working on behalf of main
contractor Mace, Bourne Steel is
erecting 126t of steelwork for the
project.
Other steel elements on the
project include steel nodes that
have been installed within the
main core, to help transfer loads.

News

Two new offsite modular
steelwork guides available now
The British Constructional Steelwork
Association (BCSA) with its project
partners, Steel Construction Institute,
Severfield, WSP and Trimble, has
published two offsite modular steelwork
guides which are now both available
from: www.steelconstruction.info/Steel_
construction_news#Offsite_modular_
steelwork
The two guides: SCI P431 Offsite
modular steelwork - Advice to
clients and SCI P430 Offsite modular
steelwork - Design advice, are the
result of a collaborative project which
was established in 2019, with support
from Innovate UK (the UK’s innovation
agency), to investigate the opportunities

to increase construction sector
productivity by the use of offsite steel
modules.
The new client guide highlights the
benefits of increased offsite construction,
which include higher quality, faster
construction and reduced safety
risks, and presents steel solutions at a
conceptual level.
The design guide presents more
detailed design information for the
technical solutions identified during the
project for engineers and architects.
Key findings of the project included:
The use of steel composite cores could
shorten a construction programme
from approximately 18 months with a

traditional core to 10 months,
and at a reduced overall cost.
Additionally, they can
provide a precision engineered
solution and support the
Government’s drive for a
Platform Design for Manufacture and
Assembly (P-DfMA) based approach
Standardised steel columns should
be encouraged as single storey members
are easier to handle than longer
elements and more suited to robotic
welding where material handling of long
members is difficult.
The same performance as the
traditional option can be achieved with
less material by producing composite

column sections, manufactured offsite.
Other benefits include being smaller,
lighter and easier to transport.
The offsite, factory production of ‘dry’
floor plate panels provides units that are
precise, fabricated faster, while offering a
dry solution.
These panels are shallow, typically less
than 20% of the storey height, meaning
that multiple floor panels may be
transported to site in one load.

UK’s first waste plastic to fuel facility approved
Peel Environmental – part of Peel
L&P – and Waste2Tricity have received
unanimous planning consent from
Cheshire West & Chester Council for
the UK’s first waste plastic to hydrogen
facility at the 54-hectare Protos site near
Ellesmere Port.
The £7M development will see 14
full-time permanent jobs created at
Protos with over 100 jobs created in the
North West during steel fabrication and
construction.
According to Peel Environmental, the
plant will transform how plastic waste is

dealt with in the region, treating up to 35t
of unrecyclable plastics a day and using it
to create a local source of hydrogen. This
hydrogen could be used as a clean fuel for
buses, Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) and
cars, helping to reduce air pollution and
improve air quality on local roads.
The facility would also generate
electricity which could be provided to
commercial users via a microgrid at
Protos, helping to reduce reliance on
fossil fuels.
Myles Kitcher, Managing Director at
Peel Environmental said: “The creation

of this UK-first facility makes great
strides to solve two important issues; the
huge amount of waste plastic produced,
and the over-reliance on fossil fuels for
energy.
The technology has been proven at
Thornton Science Park and will now be
commercialised at Protos, before being
rolled out across the UK. This is hugely
significant for Cheshire and the wider
region, demonstrating how we’re rising to
the challenge of being the UK’s first low
carbon industrial cluster and setting a
standard for others to follow.”

John Hall, Waste2Tricity said:
“Securing consent for our first facility in
the UK is a huge step forward and we’re
delighted that Cheshire West & Chester
Council has got behind the project.
Working with Peel Environmental, we
have plans to roll out the technology
across the UK.”

Green light for
Bristol arena
project

Bristol’s ambitious 17,000-capacity arena
has been given the go-ahead and is set
to give the city’s entertainment sector a
major boost.
Malaysian investment firm YTL
Developments will build the new arena
– which is predicted to create up to
700 jobs and boost the city economy by
£2.2bn over 25 years – at the Brabazon
Hangars site in Filton.
Earlier proposals for venues in the city
centre were rejected, but the Brabazon

blueprint was approved by Bristol City
Council last week.
The arena will now form a centrepiece
of the wider Brabazon regeneration plan,
which also includes 2,675 homes, three
schools, a health centre, parks, a lake and
62 acres of employment space.
YTL Arena Bristol’s Managing Director
Andrew Billingham said: “We’re delighted
that the council has entrusted us with this
brilliant opportunity to put Bristol on the
world stage. It is a huge step forward for

our plans.
“We are committed to delivering a venue
that everyone can be proud of and that will
benefit not just Bristol, but the whole of the
wider city region. It will be both financially
and environmentally sustainable. It will be
flexible to attract a wide range of events to
suit all interests, from music and sport to
comedy and family entertainment.
“We’re incredibly grateful to all those
who have supported us and encouraged
us on this journey.”

Diary
In the current circumstances, SCI have postponed all forthcoming face-to-face courses. A programme of online courses is being arranged and will be publicised on the
SCI website https://portal.steel-sci.com/trainingcalendar.html. The regular programme of lunchtime webinars for members will be maintained. Further details of all the
SCI online events are on the SCI’s website.
For SCI events contact Jane Burrell, tel: 01344 636500 email: education@steel-sci.com web: https://portal.steel-sci.com/trainingcalendar.html
Tuesday 21 April 2020
12.30 – 13.30 pm
Floor Vibrations
This Webinar will cover: Theory of Vibration;
Simple Methods; Finite Element Analysis;
Special cases - Light Gauge and Hospitals and
Mitigation Strategies

Tuesday 19 May 2020
12.30 – 13.30 pm
Brittle Fracture
The selection of an appropriate steel sub-grade
is an essential part of a designer’s
responsibility. The UK National Annex makes
significant modifications to the Eurocode

approach, which is appropriate for structures
subject to fatigue. The webinar will cover the
process of specifying sub-grade, both in
accordance with the UK NA, and using SCI
publication P419, which is appropriate when
fatigue is not a design consideration.
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Steelwork provides safe design
Owned by INEOS, one of the world’s largest chemical businesses,
INOVYN ChlorVinyls is constructing a new office complex at its site in Runcorn.
FACT FILE
INOVYN ChlorVinyls
offices, Runcorn
Main client:
INEOS UK
Architect:
Michael Laird Architects
Main contractor:
BAM Construction
Structural engineer:
Woolgar Hunter
Steelwork Contractor:
Billington Structures
Steel tonnage: 1,200t
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£23M steel-framed office
complex is under construction
at the Runcorn site of INEOS’s
INOVYN ChlorVinyls business.
The company plans to relocate staff
from a number of existing buildings on its
chemical complex to this new dedicated
four-storey building, which will offer
6,700m2 of floor space.
Designed by Michael Laird Architects, to
a grade A office standard, the building has a
similar steel-framed structure to the INEOS
Grangemouth, headquarters in Stirlingshire,
(see NSC March 2016).
BAM Construction Project Manager
David Oldfield says: “It’s a case of
lessons learnt from the previous job in
Grangemouth.
“We already knew of any specific
challenges we would have to negotiate

including a review of all of the initial
designs, including the steel frame, secondary
steel and cladding, to ensure everything was
value engineered.”
“The client’s brief was to provide a
18m-long large span, column-free, flexible
open-plan office floorplate together with
a full height floor-to-ceiling curtain wall
system to maximise daylight. Steel was the
only suitable material that would allow
the floors to be column-free and provide a
suitable elevation frame for the curtain wall,”
explains Woolgar Hunter Project Director
Kenneth Irvine.
“Along with the column-free floor plan,
steel allows the structural frame to be
erected very quickly in line with the tight
construction programme. A concrete-framed
building would have greatly increased the
critical path and would not achieve the

client’s handover date for the project.”
Steel allows the building to have a
large 7.5m elevation column grid pattern,
which is said to provide an elegant fixing
arrangement for the envelope curtain wall
and cladding system. Internally, there
are no columns, and so the 18m-long
uninterrupted spans extend the full width
and length of the building. To form the
spans, a series of 750mm-deep fabricated
steel plated sections with 500mm diameter
service openings at 750mm centres were
used.
The building’s structural stability is
derived from three steel braced cores; one
central main core with stairs, lift shafts and
toilet facilities and two escape stair cores at
either end of the structure.
“The layouts of the cores allow vertical
flat bar bracing to be hidden in walls

Commercial

“Steel was the only
suitable material that
would allow the floors
to be column-free and
provide a suitable
elevation frame for the
curtain wall.”

Ancillary building

A

longside the offices, BAM is also constructing
a second smaller steel-framed wellbeing
building, which will measure approximately
45m-long x 12m-wide.
The building will house changing rooms and
drying rooms on the ground floor, alongside archive

Steel was the only viable
option for the office
design

and avoid disruption to the architectural
arrangement. The even distribution of the
cores provides good lateral stability to the
structure,” adds Mr Irvine.
“With three cores to construct and
considering the height of the building, a
concrete core would have increased the

programme and given us a less flexible
building.”
Main contractor BAM started on site last
August, once an existing building had been
demolished and a small reservoir drained.
Before the steel frame erection programme
could begin, BAM installed a concrete raft
foundation slab, which is up to 800mmthick.
Due to the building’s 18m-long spans
requiring a significant pad footprint, it
was decided that a raft solution integrating
the pads and ground floor slab would be
the most efficient foundation method to
minimise the overall concrete volume and
distribute the peak stresses under the main
steel columns.
As well as providing the structure’s
foundation solution, the completed raft also
supplied a solid base on which steelwork
contractor Billington Structures was able to
position its mobile cranes during its steel

Feature CHS columns
form an overhang along
the main elevation.

space, and a gym, fitness studio and a plant area on
the upper floor.
This smaller building is founded on pad
foundations and has a series of 12m-long cellular
beams creating its column-free interior. As well as
offering an economical solution to form the structure’s
required spans, the beams accommodate services and
support the upper level’s metal decked flooring.

erection programme.
Aside from the floor beams, some of
the longest steel elements are a series of
12m-high circular hollow section (CHS)
columns that form a covered architectural
entrance colonnade.
The main core was the first part of the
steel frame to be erected, and once complete
Billington Structures employed two erection
gangs to complete the structure.
“Each gang used a 90t-capacity mobile
crane, and erected the steelwork by starting
at the core and then gradually proceeding
towards one end of the building,” explains
Billington Structures’ Project Manager
Russell Davies.
As well as steel erection, Billington
Structures also installed precast stairs and
supplied easi-edge protection to all perimeter
beams.
The INOVYN offices are due to be
complete by September 2020.

Steelwork erection
was completed using a
variety of mobile cranes.
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Steel scores for City
A signature steel-framed structure housing a full-size football
pitch is the focal point of Leicester City’s new state-of-the-art
training centre.
FACT FILE
Leicester City Football
Club Training Centre
Main client:
Leicester City FC
Architect: KSS
Main contractor:
McLaren Construction
Structural engineer:
TRP Consulting
Steelwork contractor:
BHC
Steel tonnage: 1,700t

The indoor pitch
structure has been
designed to blend into
the landscape
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eicester City Football Club has
big plans and is building on the
success of its Premier League
winning season of 2015-16 by
constructing one of the largest training
facilities in the UK.
Located north of the city on a
former golf course and fishing centre at
Charnwood, the training centre is set
around a main signature steel-framed
building that houses a full-size indoor
artificial pitch, which has been designed to
blend into the surrounding landscape.
Structural steelwork is playing a
leading role in the project, not just in the

construction programme, but also in its
design aspect.
The landmark building that houses the
full-size pitch is a large domed structure,
offering a clear span of 74m × 122m and
featuring built-up grass embankments on
either side, helping to make it partially
subterranean and sit comfortably in the
rural setting.
The design of this 24m-high building
went through a few changes and, according
to KSS Project Architect Lorenzo Pierini,
the original concept for the building
envisaged a lightweight timber diagrid roof
supporting translucent ETFE panels. This

The three-storey
training centre building
will include an hotel

was then modified several times, until the
most cost-effective solution was arrived at.
The final design consists of a series of 13
arched steel trusses, set at approximately
9.3m centres, supporting a box section steel
diagrid and a series of intermediate arched
rafters set at 4.65m centres.
The arched trusses are approximately
3.6m deep at mid span, reducing to 1.9m
at the eaves. They are restrained laterally
by a steel diagrid on the bottom boom
constructed of 300mm × 300mm box
sections. The intermediate arched rafters
are supported off the diagrid and propped
up on circular hollow section struts.
The roof structure is supported on steel
columns on either side of the hall which sit
approximately 2m inside of stability-giving
reinforced concrete retaining walls.
This allowed the steel structure to be
erected in advance of the retaining walls
and made provision to accommodate
construction and erection tolerances
between the steel trusses and the concrete
walls.
Further stability for the steel roof is
provided by the press and media centre,
which is a two-storey steel-framed lean-to
structure that is positioned on one side of
the indoor pitch.
Each truss was fabricated by steelwork
contractor BHC in four welded parts,
which were transported to site and then
bolted together into two halves. The splice
connections take the form of concealed
bolted connections with cover plates.
BHC’s erection process involved lifting
two halves of each truss into place, using
two 80t-capacity mobile cranes, and then
making the final central bolted connection,

Sport

once the pieces were connected to their
supporting perimeter columns.
Once erected, the trusses were tied to the
retaining wall structure and then a backfill
operation was undertaken to create the
slopes on either side of the building.
Creating some more architectural
interest to the structure, the arched roof
has an overhang of up to 12.5m-deep at
each gable end. The overhang is supported
by a series of UC section cantilever rafters
propped off the top of the gable posts.
As well as the indoor pitch building,
the other main structure on this huge
184-acre site, is an integrated steel-framed
three-storey, training centre building for
the first team and academy squads. It will
include a hydrotherapy pool, gyms, lecture
and tactics rooms, changing rooms, offices,
and on the uppermost level, 28 bedrooms
and two suites designed to a five-star hotel
standard.
This structure is also said to respond
to the site’s topography, as it incorporates
two gentle curves along its 200m length.
Constructed on a slope, it has three floors
along the southern elevation and two on
the northern side.
“This allows the structure to step-down
towards the facility’s pitches, while the
curvature of the building directs the squads
to their individual training areas, as the
first team and academy squads are based
at separate ends of the centre,” adds Mr
Pierini.”
The building is 20m-wide for the most
part and the majority of the structure has
been designed with a central spine corridor,
with rooms on either side. The main

exception being the centrally-positioned
first floor dining area. A series of cellular
beams spans the corridor, housing the main
service ducts, which subsequently filter into
each individual room.
“Steel was the ideal solution for the
indoor building because of the required
spans, but the decision to use the material
for the training centre building was because
it ties in easily with the large adjacent
concrete elements for a podium and
swimming pool, which were being formed
while the steelwork was being installed,”
explains TRP Consulting Engineer Zahid
Patel.
Surrounding these two large buildings
are 11 full-size outdoor pitches, eight
smaller pitches, five training grids and two
goalkeeping areas.
Alongside the construction of buildings,
the project has also required a huge
earthmoving programme to be completed,
in order to plateau and level the ground in
preparation for the pitches.
However, one of the initial tasks was
to relocate a large number of reptiles,
including great crested newts, to a new
home within the site. Over 400 fish
were netted and rehomed to new ponds,
while 27 acres of retained woodland will
eventually be bolstered by the planting of
38,000 new trees.
Once the preparatory works had been
completed, McLaren and BHC, started the
steel erection process with the project’s
smaller buildings, while the design of the
two main structures was being finalised.
This steel erection work consisted of
a two-storey sports turf academy, where

The indoor pitch
structure has been
constructed to blend
into the landscape

future grounds-people will be trained,
followed by a 499-seat grandstand for a
junior pitch. Designed with steel columns
and beams supporting precast terrace
units, the stand will allow under-23
and under-18 teams to play in front of
a crowd and experience a proper match
environment.
A steel-framed parent’s pavilion was
also erected. This single-storey building,
adjacent to the junior football pitches, will
offer kid’s parents a refuge from inclement
weather and somewhere to sit down with a
tea or coffee.
With so many football pitches, as
well as a golf course (a remnant of the
original club) to take care of, a large fleet
of specialist turf equipment is needed.
A steel-framed machine store was also
erected to house these vehicles, alongside
a boiler house that will power the Centre’s
under soil heating.

“Using steel
for all of the
buildings has
helped us
achieve the
required speed
of delivery."

A total of 13 arched
trusses form the
signature structure
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Industrial

Factory of the future
FACT FILE
WuXi Biologics plant,
China’s leading biologics medicine manufacturer is constructing its first ever
Dundalk
European production facility in Ireland. Martin Cooper reports from Dundalk.
Main client:
WuXi Biologics
Main contractor:
(ground, first and second) and two
Construction work started early last year
ocated on a large greenfield site on
Jacobs Engineering
intermediate mezzanines (named floors 1.5
with a large-scale earthmoving programme
the outskirts of Dundalk, County
Structural engineer:
and 2.5). Steelwork for this large braced
that
prepared
the
ground
and
allowed
the
Louth,
WuXi
Biologics
is
investing
IPS/Greg Daly
frame has been designed around a regular
building’s concrete pad foundations to be
more than €300M on a new
Consulting Engineers
9m × 9m column grid pattern.
Steelwork contractor: biopharmaceuticals contract manufacturing installed.
“The erection sequence required us to
All of the facility’s main structures
Kiernan Structural Steel facility, which will provide a valuable
Steel tonnage: 5,500t employment boost to the region.
install the steelwork in individual bays up to
are steel-framed and they consist of a

L

The company describes the facility as
a ‘factory of the future’ as it will be at the
forefront of new production methods that
will allow the cost-effective manufacture of
both small and large volumes of medicines.
Prime Minister of the Republic of Ireland
Leo Varadkar was reported as saying that
the WuXi Biologics investment represents
the start of something very special for the
country and Dundalk. “It is the first ever
sizeable greenfield project from China
in the pharmaceutical sector and it will
hopefully pave the way for many more.”
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laboratory and administration block,
production building, warehouse, and a
central utility building (CUB). A final steel
tonnage of approximately 5,500t has been
erected by Kiernan Structural Steel (KSS)
for the job.
Using up to four 120t-capacity mobile
cranes for the steel erection, KSS has also
installed 66,000m2 of metal deck flooring as
well as precast stairs.
The production building was the first
structure to be erected. It is 100m-long
× 70m-wide and includes three floors

the structure’s full height and we generally
had up to 80 people working on site
throughout the main programme,” explains
KSS Construction Project Manager Niall
Butler.
The CUB was erected at the same time
as the production building. This two-storey
structure is located a small distance away
from the other buildings, measures 42m ×
27m and required 320t of steel.
One end of the production building is
connected to the warehouse, via a twostorey link. Although the two are joined,

Industrial

“We generally had up to
80 people working on
site throughout the main
programme.”

The factory features
a full-height glazed
atrium

A series of 12m-long
trusses form the atrium
roof
Speed of construction
was one of the main
reasons for choosing a
steel-framed solution

The factory will give
the local economy a
huge boost.

they are structurally-independent and
separated by a double row of columns and a
movement joint.
The warehouse is approximately
80m-long × 30m-wide and consists of a
ground floor and a mezzanine level that
occupies roughly half of the structure’s
footprint. It has been designed as a twinspan portal frame, with one row of internal
columns between two 15m-long spans.
Running parallel with one of the
production building’s longer elevations, the
four-storey laboratory and administration
building is 80m-long × 30m-wide. This
braced structure is also independent, but is
connected to its neighbour by an atrium.
The atrium is fully glazed and formed
by a series of 12m-long roof trusses. The
trusses were fabricated from tubular
sections and were brought to site as fullywelded completed sections. The trusses
represent one of the few steel elements
of the project that will remain exposed
and on show in the completed project.
For this reason, the connections between

the trusses and the main steel frames of
the two buildings have been designed as
aesthetically-pleasing pin connections.
Providing circulation and access routes,
two link bridges will span the atrium and
connect the two buildings at first and
second floors.
The laboratory and administration
building is based around a slightly larger
10m × 10m grid pattern, which provides the
structure with more floor space.
This building will also accommodate
the main entrance, much of which will
be housed in an attached timber-framed
structure.
The WuXi facility is scheduled to be
ready for production during 2021.

Phase two works

T

owards the end of last year, WuXi Biologics
announced that its subsidiary WuXi Vaccines,
engaged in human vaccine contract development
and manufacturing is investing US$240M to build a
new vaccine manufacturing facility adjacent to the “Factory
of the Future”.
Heather Humphreys, Minister for Business, Enterprise
and Innovation of Ireland, said, “I am delighted to
announce 200 highly-skilled jobs in WuXi Vaccines, which
is in addition to the 400 roles announced by WuXi Biologics
for Dundalk. The announcement demonstrates, once again,
that the Border region is a very attractive location in which
to invest.”
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Leisure/Education

The new steel-framed
leisure centre takes
shape

Steel design stacks up
Structural steelwork has provided the required efficient
design and column-free spaces for a new leisure centre and an
academy in east London. Martin Cooper reports.
FACT FILE
Britannia Leisure Centre and City of London Academy Shoreditch Park
Main client: Hackney Council
Architect for Britannia Leisure Centre: FaulknerBrowns
Architect for City of London Academy: Fielden Clegg Bradley Studios
Main contractor: Morgan Sindall Construction
Structural engineer: BuroHappold Engineering
Steelwork contractor: Severfield
Steel tonnage: 2,200t

The leisure centre
contains a number of
open-plan column-free
areas on each floor.
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F

orming part of a multi-millionpound scheme that will transform
a large swathe of land bordering
Shoreditch Park in east London,
the construction of a new leisure centre
and an academy are providing proof that
steel construction does stack-up when an
efficient design is required.
Both buildings are using a steel-framed

design to accommodate numerous facilities
within a constrained footprint. The leisure
centre has a variety of column-free areas,
some of which are double-height and tripleheight zones, each positioned on top or
adjacent to each other, like a collection of
different sized boxes.
“The leisure centre is replacing an
existing facility and is being built on land
previously occupied by tennis courts. It was
important the new centre did not exceed
the available footprint and encroach into
the adjacent park,” explains Morgan Sindall
Construction Project Director Lee Askey.
“The best option was to employ a design
where the numerous sport and leisure
facilities were stacked-up within the
building.”
Meanwhile, on an adjacent plot, a similar
design philosophy has been employed for
the City of London Academy Shoreditch
Park (see box).
The four-storey 11,500m2 leisure centre’s
design includes a triple-height colonnade,
which runs along the main façade. It will
usher customers into the facility’s entrance
foyer. The ground floor will also house the
centre’s wet area that consists of a six-lane,
25m-long main pool, 20m-long learner
pool, a toddlers’ pool and a leisure water
pool with a flume. There are also changing
rooms and a crèche.
This floor level is where the building’s
steel frame starts, as it is sat atop a concrete
basement that houses the pool’s associated
plant equipment.
The majority of the ground floor facilities
are housed in large column-free areas that
have different floor-to-ceiling heights,
which do not align with the floors above.
Consequently, the first and second floors do
not cover the entire structure’s footprint as

Leisure/Education

the main pool is a double-height space and
takes a portion of the floor above, while the
flume zone is a triple-height space intruding
into both the first and second floors.
Accommodated on the available space of
the first floor there is a six-court sports hall,
two spin studios and four squash courts, all
of which are further double-height spaces,
and consequently they eat into the second
level.
So, with less floor space than the levels
below, the second floor only accommodates
a new 250-station gym and changing rooms.
The uppermost level (three) is the roof,
and this has two outdoor five-a-side football
pitches and two tennis/netball courts. These
areas are surrounded by a series of 8m-high
galvanized posts that will support a netting
system to enclose the playing areas and
keep balls from being kicked or hit off the
building’s roof. As well as these outdoor
zones, the fourth floor also contains an
indoor dance and martial arts studio and
further plant rooms.
With so many different sized spaces
within one single structure, a great deal
of vibration analysis was undertaken to
determine the best structural design for the
leisure centre.
“Steelwork supporting 400mm-thick
precast flooring planks was chosen as the
best method to dampen any potential
vibration issues between the various areas
of the building,” explains BuroHappold
Engineering Partner Angus Palmer.
“Deflection and dynamics also drove
the size of each steel member as well as the
orientation of the bracings.”
Consequently, there are a number of large
steel elements within the leisure centre’s
frame. The heaviest individual elements
are a series of 20m-long × 1.8m-deep plate
girders, each weighing 23t, that span and
form the main pool area’s column-free
space.
Another series of substantially-sized
beams spans the first-floor sports hall
and squash courts, forming part of the
structure’s roof. The required 27m-long
clear span is created from a series of two
beams, 18m-long and 9m-long, which were
spliced together on-site to form the overall
span.
Helping to absorb the loadings from the
various spaces within the structure are a
couple of large trusses, positioned within
the middle of the building.
The lower of the two trusses is twostoreys high and positioned at first-floor
level, adjacent to the sports hall. It facilitates
the column-free space of the sports hall and
transfers floor loads over the training pool,
which is directly below.
Measuring 28m-long x 10m-high
and weighing 65t, the truss was erected
piece-small, in individual sections, using 18

New Academy
for London

A

djacent to the existing leisure centre, a brandnew school, known as the London Academy
Shoreditch Park is under construction on
what was the centre’s car park.
The five-storey steel-framed academy will on
completion provide 1,140 secondary and sixth form
places to help meet demand in Hackney.
The steel frame is approximately 30m-wide and
100m-long, and based around three full-height
atriums located along the structure’s length that
provide circulation and break-out space.
Stability is provided by concrete cores positioned
at either end of the building, while a movement
joint splits the structure in half with a double row of
columns positioned midway along the length.
As well as the atrium voids the academy also
features a sports hall located on the first floor,
above some ground floor classrooms. Similar to
the design procedure conducted on the leisure
centre, a vibration analysis was carried out. Similar
to the leisure centre, it was decided that steelwork
supporting precast floor planks would be the best
option for this building as well, in order to dampen
any vibration issues.
The sports hall is a triple-height space, extending
up through the three floors of the school, to the

underside to the fourth floor. Spanning the hall is
a series of 19m-long girders that weigh 6t each. As
well as forming the sports hall’s roof, the girders
also support two outdoor Multi-Use Games Areas
(MUGA) located on the fourth floor.
The academy’s classrooms are predominantly
located along the northern elevation and are
formed with a regimented column grid pattern with
perimeter columns spaced at 3m centres.
In order to maximise the available floor-to-ceiling
heights in the classrooms and corridors, a series of
bespoke trusses that accommodate all the services
has been fabricated and installed by Severfield. The
trusses are generally 10m-long × 1.4m-deep and
weigh 10t each.
The academy is due to open in time for the
autumn term of 2021.

Cut-out image showing
how the leisure centre
stacks up. In the picture
are the main pool and
the flume zone.
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The lower of the two trusses
helps create the sports hall’s
column-free space

The eastern elevation of
the leisure centre houses
a triple-height space for
the flume

Model showing the leisure
centre's truss arrangement
and the long beams
spanning the main pool

17 a temporary trestle to support the bottom
boom, while it was stabilised with temporary
bracings back to the perimeter column bases.
The higher upstand truss sits at third floor
level and splits the span above the sports hall,
allowing a beam depth which maintains the
clear height requirements of this space.
The upstand truss also forms the
boundary for the central corridor; creating a
physical threshold between the tennis courts
and the circulation at the uppermost level
three.

The truss is 35m-long × 9m-high and
weighs close to 60t. It was assembled on site
on temporary trestles, which were supported
by the lower truss. Once fully assembled,
it was installed to its final position via a
tandem lift using two 500t-capacity mobile
cranes.
The new Britannia Leisure Centre is due
to open in spring 2021. The adjacent existing
facility will then be demolished, making
space for a residential element of the overall
development.

Movement joints
Movement joints in buildings are introduced to solve
one set of problems and introduce another. Richard
Henderson of the SCI discusses some of the issues.

T

he structure of the City of London Academy Shoreditch Park is a
steel frame of length 100 m with concrete cores for stability at each
end. SCI publication P070[1] discusses the issue of expansion joints in
steel-framed buildings in Chapter 7. The options available to the designer
are to either design for the loads resulting from changes in temperature
on a structure, or relieve them. The effects of the temperature change ΔT
(thermal strain = ΔTα; thermal stress = ΔTαE where α = 12 × 10-6 per Kelvin
for T < 100°C) for a theoretical temperature range of -5 to +35°C or say ± 20 K,
are a strain of ± 2.4 × 10-4 or an unfactored stress of 50.4 MPa when the
movement is fully restrained
Examination of Table 7.1 in P070 shows that the maximum recommended
spacing of expansion joints in steel-framed commercial buildings of simple
construction is 100 m. The movement joint in the middle of the 100 m
length of the Academy building therefore requires a movement allowance
of about twice 50 × 10³ × 2.4 × 10-4 mm or 24 mm. If no joint were provided,
the longitudinal members would theoretically experience a stress because
of restraint by the concrete cores from the maximum temperature change
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of 50.4 MPa and potentially large forces which depend on the area of the
continuous members.
P070 presents practical examinations of the assumptions outlined above
and considers bolt slip in 2 mm oversize holes and realistic estimates of
temperature ranges compared with the maximum theoretical ones. The
discussion concludes that for simple construction, the restraint of thermal
expansion may not result in problems. The difficulty with making realistic
predictions of forces or movements may well lead the designer to adopt
a safe approach and introduce a joint which will allow the worst-case
movement.
The introduction of a structural movement joint in the middle of a building
must be carried through the envelope design to avoid either leaks or local
cracking or distortion. The details are different for the roof and for the façade.
In the former, an upstand may be formed on each side of the joint (as at a
building parapet) with an insulated channel section, toes down, overlapping
the upstands. In the facades, the cladding system will usually have standard
details of movement joints between panels which can be adopted for the
required movement allowance.
[1] Steelwork Design Guide to BS5950 – Volume 4: Essential Data for Designers, SCI
P070, 1991
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Car park

Steelwork creates
safe parking

Clad in order to reference the city’s maritime past, a new multistorey car park in Liverpool has been built using a steel frame as
the material offered the most cost-effective programme.
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FACT FILE
Kings Dock car park,
Liverpool
Main client:
Liverpool City Council
Architect:
LeachRhodesWalker
Architects
Main contractor:
Willmott Dixon
Structural engineer:
Hill Cannon
Steelwork contractor:
Leach Structural
Steelwork
Steel tonnage: 2,700t
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ontaining 1,452 spaces, a new
multi-storey car park is due to
open at Liverpool’s Kings Dock
later this summer, replacing
a structure that suffered irreparable fire
damage on New Year’s Eve 2017.
Constructed on an adjacent plot to
the older structure, the new car park is
150m-long × 33m-wide, and including
ground floor and roof, it has eight levels.
It is a steel-framed structure, based
around a standardised column grid pattern
of 7.5m along its perimeter, with one line
of internal columns giving the car park two
spans of 16m-long. The steel beams support
metal decking and a 160mm-thick concrete
topping to form the composite floors.
“We looked at all framing solutions, but
went for a steel-framed option, with metal
decked floors and precast cores as it was the
most cost-effective method for this project,”
says Willmott Dixon Operations Manager
Peter Mason.
The damaged and, consequently unusable,
car park left a large hole in the city’s car
parking availability and Liverpool City

Council wanted a replacement to be built as
quickly as possible as the car park will not
only serve the nearby Liverpool Arena and
the waterfront, but also the wider city centre.
For this reason, speed of construction
was another important consideration that
had to be taken into account when choosing
the frame’s material. It was decided that
steelwork offered the fastest programme for
the project team.
Main contractor Willmott Dixon started
work on the new car park during the early
part of 2019, having previously worked on
the demolition of the adjacent damaged
structure.
“One of the key drivers for us was to
have a steelwork contractor on board that
could cope with the car park’s fabrication
complexities,” adds Mr Mason.
“All of the 16m-long beams are precambered to create the 1:6 fall that each floor
has from both perimeters to the of the centre
of the structure.”
“Draughtsmanship was fundamental and
Leach Structural Steelwork has proven to
have been up to the task.”

As well as each floor having two cambers
they also slope in the other direction as the
car park has been designed as a Vertical
7829 KINGS DOCK,
Circulation Module (VCM), which is said to
Scale: NTS@A2
Auth By: CJG
Dra
offer a more efficient solution for confined
city plots. This design contains no external
ramps as all of the circulation is via slopes
within the floors, which in turn creates more
parking spaces.
The steelwork programme was completed
during a five-month programme, using two
60t-capacity mobile cranes and two erection
gangs. They installed the steelwork in 10
phases – five on each side of the structure –
with each phase built to the full height of the
car park.
The perimeter columns are spaced at
7.5m centres, which was deemed to be the
optimum distance to create sufficiently wide
parking bays for most vehicles. To this end,
there are three × 2.5m-wide parking bays
between each set of columns.
Alongside the main steel frame erection,
Leach Structural Steelwork also fabricated
and installed the impact barriers and mesh
screens. The barriers are fabricated from
two CHS members, which are interlinked by
channels. They were delivered to site in fullywelded 7.5m-long elements.
Within the footprint of the car park,
there are five precast cores, two large
ones containing both lifts and stairs, and
in between three smaller stair cores. The

Car park

Steelwork erection
nears completion.

Visualisation of how
the completed car park
will look

precast cores were chosen for their speed
of installation, but they offer no structural
stability to the main frame steelwork, as this
, LIVERPOOL
: CGI VIEW 01
is all derived from cross bracings located at
awn By: MJ
Date: 21.12.18
Dwg No: 7829_L00_94A
either end of the car park and in between the
internal line of columns.
Delivering the steel to the site was a fairly
routine procedure as the surrounding roads
are wide enough for most trucks and the
site initially had plenty of laydown space.
However, many pieces of steelwork had to
go on one more journey than they would
ordinarily expect.
All of the project’s steel has been hot-dip
galvanized, a process which was necessary
because of the atmospheric environment that
can be expected due to the site’s proximity to
the River Mersey estuary.
“Ordinarily, the 16m-long beams would
have been delivered to site after they’d been
galvanized. However, we had to return
them to our fabrication yard in order to
cut holes in them to accommodate the car
park’s sprinklers. This work couldn’t have
been done prior to galvanizing as it would
have damaged the steelwork,’ explains Leach
Structural Steelwork Quantity Surveyor
Patrick Rostron.
Aside from the main beams, the largest
single elements in the car park are a series of
trusses that form two large openings along
the ground floor level, one for vehicle access
and the other for exiting.

“We looked at all framing
solutions, but went for a
steel-framed option with metal
decked floors and precast cores
as it was the most cost-effective
method for this project.”
As ground floor columns had to be
omitted to form these spaces, 15m-long ×
3m-high transfer trusses were installed to
form a bridge at first floor level and support
the reinstated columns lines for the floors
above.
The trusses were brought to site in
individual sections, with each member
installed during the erection programme.
This proved to be a time-consuming process,
especially as the trusses’ internal members
are connected via gusset plates, some of
which have up to 48 bolts.
This led the project team to change one of
the trusses to a 1.8m-deep plate girder as this
was quicker to install.
The steelwork will be left exposed and in
full view within the completed structure,
while from the outside, the frame will be
visible through the cladding.
Summing up, LeachRhodesWalker
Architects Managing Director Christian
Gilham explains: “This is an engineering
structure and so it was important to have the
steelwork as a feature, which can be glimpsed
through punched holes in the aluminium
cladding.
“With reference to Liverpool’s maritime
heritage, the cladding is also adorned with
Schooner motifs, while other areas of the
structure are clad with red/brown brickwork,
which is a further nod to the city’s industrial
past and the area’s surviving warehouses.”

Large trusses form the
access and exit points
on the ground floor.

The car park's cladding
has motifs that are a
reference to the city's
maritime history
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Offsite solutions
David Brown of the SCI reports on a recently completed research project, with
some suggestions to increase still further the offsite content of steel-framed
multi-storey buildings.
Offsite modular steelwork
Many designers would immediately comment that fabricated
steelwork is already an offsite solution, produced in factory
conditions – so what further is needed? This was the question for
a research project funded by Innovate UK, led by BCSA, involving
SCI, WSP, Severfield and Trimble, started in 2019. Before BREXIT
and COVID-19, the UK Government had identified increased
construction efficiency as a priority. Many will have heard of
the so-called ‘platform’ approach to design for manufacture
and assembly (P-DfMA) and possibly seen early examples of ‘kit
of parts’ solutions intended to be used across a wide range of
structures. The UK treasury are on record as suggesting that this
approach can boost productivity whist reducing waste by up to
90%. The time was right to consider solutions that might meet
this ambition.
The project was short – and was completed in February 2020.
BCSA and SCI members will have received the two project
deliverables – a short guide for building clients and a longer
guide aimed at building designers. Both may be freely
downloaded from steelbiz or steelconstruction.info
This article presents some of the project outcomes, hopefully
as ideas to consider and develop in detail as required.
Project objectives
One of the initial objectives was to investigate the opportunities
to integrate services into the steel frame, taking lessons from the
light gauge modular industry, where this is normal practice.
Repeatable units such as student accommodation or hospital
wards (Figure 1) may be prepared as ‘plug and play’ units with
most services pre-installed – so what can be done with multistorey buildings? Opportunities exist, as the Latham report of
1994 identified: The contributions of … M&E contractors and
consultant to the construction industry is immense. The more
complex the building, the higher is the likely value of the M&E
input…

Initial enthusiasm for increased integration was dampened by
a series of (current) militating factors:
• Often, the M&E design is executed by the contractor and
therefore commences relatively late in the programme. By this
stage the structural design is mature and opportunities for
integration are limited;
• Detailed M&E design is undertaken by the contractor, so the
scheme design must accommodate alternative solutions;
• Currently, M&E contractors may offer a lower price for a
solution that does not require an offsite assembly facility.
If the benefits of prefabrication and preassembly of services
are to be realised, the key principles are:
• An early decision that the services will be prefabricated;
• A design which is specific to offsite manufacture;
• An overall programme which delivers timely information.
Structural solutions
The project also considered structural solutions involving
increased offsite fabrication and assembly, which offer benefits to
the end client. It should be recognised immediately that the
‘benefit’ may not be in reduced initial cost – in a competitive
environment, one would image that initial cost has been driven
down already. Instead, the benefits arise from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduced site construction periods;
reduced waste;
fewer site deliveries and less disruption;
increased precision;
earlier access for following trades;
in some cases, more lettable floor area;
a more readily demountable structure;
in some cases, reduced foundations, saving cost and time.

The project team recognise that the solutions described below
(and in more detail in the guides) have the status of ‘proof of
concept’ rather than a ready-made solution. It is anticipated that
solutions need finessing and modification to suit individual
requirements and company manufacturing processes. Similarly,
some of the solutions demand changes in responsibility
compared to today’s construction processes, and probably
revised commercial arrangements. As an example, casting large
composite floor panels offsite would demand a change in
responsibility, as a minimum.

Figure 1 - Typical modular hospital ward (from mtxcontracts.co.uk)
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Steel composite cores
Many multi-storey buildings are stabilised by a concrete core, slip
formed or jump formed. Conventional wisdom is that this is the
most cost-effective and appropriate solution. A steel composite
24
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22 core is certainly seen as more expensive in terms of initial cost.
However, a steel composite core has thinner walls (so more
lettable floor area), is lighter, so has the advantage of reduced
foundations, and overcomes the common tolerance and

Figure 2 – Rainier Square (Photo: NBB/Sean Airhart)
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connection issues at the interface between the concrete core and
the surrounding steelwork. Before dismissing the solution,
designers may like to review the news stories, videos and other
resources relating to the Rainier Square building, Seattle, shown
in Figure 2
The 58-storey Rainier Square building is in the news because
it is stabilised by a steel composite core, consisting of panels
fabricated from two steel plates held apart by bars and
subsequently filled with concrete. The headlines describe this
as ‘radical’, a ‘game-changer’ and having a ‘revolutionary core’.
The building was topped out after only 10 months, 8 months
faster than the program for a conventional core, and
reportedly with a 2% cost reduction (although detail on
precisely which cost, or what has been valued, is not clear).
What is clear is that this solution has generated some interest,
with AISC (the American version of SCI) promoting the concept
as ‘SpeedCore’, the name emphasising a key benefit of the
solution.
UK designers may have a sense of deja vu, since an identical
concept was being used in 2005, when it was known as
‘Corefast’. Back then, the system used ‘Bi-steel’ panels, which
separated the steel plates with a bar friction welded to both
plates simultaneously. Only one manufacturer produced these
panels. Now, panels may be produced by bolting between
plates, or by welding. In both cases, the connecting bar
protrudes through the plate. From 2005 to 2009 there was
limited use of the ‘Corefast’ system, when there were challenges
with a conventional core, or (for example) when it was
advantageous to erect a tower crane on the steel core. Case
studies from the time indicate that the construction period was
significantly shorter than a conventional concrete core.
In addition to the claimed time saving, additional benefits arise
at the interfaces with surrounding floor steelwork. Core units and
steelwork is erected by the same organisation, to the same
tolerance – and brackets, plates and supports may be attached to
the core steelwork to facilitate on-site connections as shown in
Figure 3.
Steel composite cores may not be a panacea for every
structure – but the concept deserves consideration.

Technical

be inter-connected, so that the floorplate forms a diaphragm,
meaning that edge members such as channels which can be
bolted back-to-back are a possible solution. The fire stopping and
acoustic barriers at joints between panels would also need
careful consideration – which are all possible if carefully
engineered, in addition to the normal considerations of
deflection and dynamic performance.
Conventional composite construction is hard to beat for a
shallow, economic solution, so the benefits of dry floor panels,
such as speed and early access for following trades would need
to be valued to make such a solution worthy of further
development.

Figure 3 – Bi-steel core with connections for the surrounding steelwork

Dry floor plates
The project considered the possibilities of completing floor
panels offsite and erecting completed floors. This approach is
common in light gauge construction – so could a similar concept
be used in orthodox multi-storey buildings? The concept
investigated comprised panels up to 12 m long and 2.4 m wide –
three panels would therefore result is a column grid of 12 m ×
7.2 m.
The floorplate itself could be orthodox composite
construction, or cross laminated timber (CLT). The latter is
immediately seen as more expensive, but it has obvious ‘green’
credentials, can be manufactured to precise tolerances and is
readily demountable. A CLT panel 135 mm deep could span a
panel width of 2.7 m, under a variable action of 3.5 kN/m2, so the
solution is relatively shallow.
Whether the floorplate is CLT or conventional deck and
concrete, the longitudinal and transverse junctions between
panels demand special attention. Adjacent panels would need to

Single storey columns
A P-DfMA approach favours simple components suited for several
applications – so single storey columns are worthy of
consideration, especially if associated with the prefabricated dry
floor panels described previously. Single storey columns are
easier to handle robotically, so may be an attractive solution for
fabrication. Composite columns (with concrete surrounding open
sections, or concrete within hollow sections) are currently not
common in the UK, but have clear advantages at both ambient
temperature and in fire. With some changes in the supply chain,
manufacturing single storey composite columns appears entirely
feasible.
Where next?
More details of the solutions outlined above are available in the
guides freely available from BSCA and SCI. The project team
never imagined that solutions would be adopted immediately
without further development. The objective was that solutions
which deliver benefits – which would have to be valued against
conventional construction – should be considered in the mix. It is
said that the Rainier Square building would not have progressed
without the shortening of the construction program resulting
from the use of a steel composite core. Those responsible intend
to use the system for several other structures. Encouragement,
perhaps, for the designers in the UK to consider the possibilities
for their own projects.
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Codes and Standards / Advisory Desk

New and revised codes & standards

From BSI Updates March 2020
BS EN PUBLICATIONS

BS EN 1090-2:2018 – TC
Tracked Changes. Execution of steel structures and
aluminium structures. Technical requirements for
steel structures
No current standard is superseded
BS EN ISO 2081:2018 – TC
Tracked Changes. Metallic and other inorganic
coatings. Electroplated coatings of zinc with
supplementary treatments on iron or steel
No current standard is superseded
BS EN ISO 6507-1:2018 – TC
Tracked Changes. Metallic materials. Vickers
hardness test. Test method
No current standard is superseded
BS EN ISO 7500-1:2018 – TC
Tracked Changes. Metallic materials. Calibration
and verification of static uniaxial testing
machines. Tension/compression testing machines.
Calibration and verification of force-measuring
system
No current standard is superseded

BS EN 10149-2:2013
Hot rolled flat products made of high yield
strength steels for cold forming. Technical delivery
conditions for thermomechanically rolled steels
BS EN 10149-3:2013
Hot rolled flat products made of high yield
strength steels for cold forming. Technical delivery
conditions for normalized or normalized rolled
steels
BS 476-4:1970
Fire tests on building materials and structures.
Non-combustibility test for materials
BS 476-10:2009
Fire tests on building materials and structures.
Guide to the principles, selection, role and
application of fire testing and their outputs
BS 499-2C:1999 (R12)
Welding terms and symbols. European arc welding
symbols in chart form
BS ISO 16715:2014
Cranes. Hand signals used with cranes

BS EN ISO 14713-2:2020
Zinc coatings. Guidelines and recommendations
for the protection against corrosion of iron and
steel in structures. Hot dip galvanizing
Supersedes BS EN ISO 14713-2:2009

BS 4190:2014
ISO metric black hexagon bolts, screws and nuts.
Specification

BS IMPLEMENTATIONS

BS 5228-1:2009+A1:2014
Code of practice for noise and vibration control on
construction and open sites. Noise

BS ISO 11971:2020
Steel and iron castings. Visual testing of surface
quality
Supersedes BS ISO 11971:2008
BS ISO 20887:2020
Sustainability in buildings and civil engineering
works. Design for disassembly and adaptability.
Principles, requirements and guidance
No current standard is superseded
BRITISH STANDARDS REVIEWED AND
CONFIRMED
BS EN 10149-1:2013
Hot rolled flat products made of high yield
strength steels for cold forming. General technical
delivery conditions

BS 4320:1968
Specification for metal washers for general
engineering purposes. Metric series

BS 5228-2:2009+A1:2014
Code of practice for noise and vibration control on
construction and open sites. Vibration
BS 7121-2-1:2012
Code of practice for the safe use of cranes.
Inspection, maintenance and thorough
examination. General
BS 9102:2014
Code of practice for safe working on lifting
platforms

PD 6695-1-9:2008
Recommendations for the design of structures to
BS EN 1993-1-9
BRITISH STANDARDS WITHDRAWN
BS EN ISO 14713-2:2009
Zinc coatings. Guidelines and recommendations
for the protection against corrosion of iron and
steel in structures. Hot dip galvanizing
Superseded by BS EN ISO 14713-2:2020
BS ISO 11971:2008
Steel and iron castings. Visual examination of
surface quality
Superseded by BS ISO 11971:2020
DRAFT BRITISH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT – ADOPTIONS
20/30399840 DC
BS ISO 630-2 Structural steels. Technical delivery
conditions for structural steels for general
purposes
Comments for the above document were required by
15 March, 2020
CEN EUROPEAN STANDARDS
EN ISO 14713-2:2020
Zinc coatings. Guidelines and recommendations
for the protection against corrosion of iron and
steel in structures. Part 2: Hot dip galvanizing
ISO PUBLICATIONS
ISO 4987:2020
Steel castings. Liquid penetrant testing
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
ISO 20887:2020
Sustainability in buildings and civil engineering
works. Design for disassembly and adaptability.
Principles, requirements and guidance
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard

PD 6688-1-7:2009+A1:2014
Recommendations for the design of structures to
BS EN 1991-1-7

AD 439: Transverse reinforcement in
composite beams
This Advisory Desk note has been produced to
reflect the publication in 2015 of P405 Minimum
degree of shear connection rules for UK construction
to Eurocode 4. As a result, AD 241: Transverse
reinforcement in composite beams is redundant.
Transverse reinforcement in the form of mesh
or additional loose bars is required in composite
beam design to transfer the longitudinal shear
force from the shear connectors (typically studs)
into the effective width of the slab. Traditionally,
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light mesh reinforcement has been used
throughout the slab, as a ‘deemed to satisfy’
approach, although BS 5950-3.1 and EN 19941-1 give explicit guidance than can result in a
requirement for additional reinforcement.
This updated Advisory Desk Note focuses on
Eurocode design, although the principles also
apply to BS 5950 design so the guidance given
may be readily adapted.
The requirements for transverse reinforcement

in EN1994-1-1 are based on the premise that the
longitudinal shear resistance of the slab must be
greater than the resistance of the shear connectors
(i.e. the longitudinal shear force that can be
transferred to the slab). Thereby the ability to
achieve 6 mm slip at failure is maintained, because
failure of the connectors will always be more
critical. However, and this was the origin of AD 241,
the number of shear connectors found in many
composite beams is greater than the number

50 years ago

FROM

Building
with
Steel
May 1970

Packaged buildings for cash and carry
Butler Buildings (UK) Limited, London office
at 113 Upper Richmond Road, SW15, are at
present engaged in a program for Crest Cash
and Carry Stores (Gallaher’s Limited) which
provides an interesting example of steel
buildings into one of today's growth businesses.
The building pictured is the recently
completed Hull store. As with other Butler
Buildings for Crest the architects were
Boissevan and Osmond, Epsom, and
construction of the complete package was by
Geo Houlton and Sons Ltd of Hull, Butler Builderdealers for the area. B.B. (UK) Ltd, the European
subsidiary of Butler manufacturing Co, Kansas
City, the world's largest manufacturers of
pre-engineered metal buildings, supplied the
primary and secondary structurals from their

plant at Kirkcaldy, Fife. Cladding was supplied
by Butlers Canadian plant, although production
of this has now commenced in the UK. The
building clad both in Monopanl 24/26G dual
skin with glass fibre infill and Butlerib single
skin sheeting backed with board insulation
shows the harmony achieved with burnished
gold walls and parchment Butlerib roof. The
roof is insulated throughout with Butler 25
insulation blanket.
Erection time for the building was 42 days,
the entire project being completed by Houltons
in 21 weeks. 85 tons of steel were used. The
primary structurals being plate steel, sheared
and welded with roll-formed secondary
structurals.
This Crest store is one of Butlers LRF range

120ft clear span 168ft along with 2ft x 24ft
width extensions to form a 168ft foot square
building. Canopy as shown is steel 26G
Butlerib and steel gutters and downpipes are
used throughout.
Crest Cash and Carry stores incorporate a
very high standard of shopfitting to provide an
attractive interior - at Hull this work was also
entrusted to Messrs Houltons using a variety of
materials which enhance the clean lines of its
steel frame.
Other projects to the same specification
have been completed at Morley near Leeds
where the Butler Builders were R.M. Thompson
Ltd of Leeds, and Butler are at present engaged
on the construction of the Clayton, Manchester,
store.

needed to achieve the required beam resistance.
Often, the design of composite beams is governed
by serviceability limits, and they are not designed
to achieve their full bending resistance. In such
cases the studs provided are needed in order to
satisfy the rules for minimum degree of shear
connection, which are associated with limiting slip
at the steel to concrete interface. So in terms of
beam resistance alone, fewer studs could be used,
and therefore less transverse reinforcement.
AD 241 therefore proposed applying a
reduction factor to the longitudinal shear force
that was a function of the applied moment
divided by the moment resistance.
As noted above, a big change since AD 241

was originally written has been the publication
of P405. Covering composite beams with both
transverse and parallel decking, and considering
a wider range of variables than EN1994-1-1, it
provides new rules for minimum degree of shear
connection. In many cases the number of studs
needed on a beam has dramatically reduced
compared to the EN1994-1-1 provisions. It is
worth noting that one of the variables considered
is the beam utilisation in bending, with minimum
degree of connection now varying according to:

AD 241 alongside the guidance in P405 could
therefore result in a certain amount of double
counting. Moreover, when beams are designed
in accordance with P405 it is unlikely that the
‘old problem’ of being unable to accommodate
sufficient transverse reinforcement to provide a
resistance in excess of that of the shear connectors
will remain.
By applying the rules in P405 (which appear in
numerous design software packages) there is no
need for AD 241.

[ ]
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Applying the original guidance given in
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Steelwork contractors for buildings
Membership of BCSA is open to any Steelwork Contractor who has a fabrication facility within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
Details of BCSA membership and services can be obtained from
Lorraine MacKinder, Marketing and Membership Administrator,
The British Constructional Steelwork Association Limited, Unit 4 Hayfield Business Park, Field Lane, Auckley, Doncaster DN9 3FL
Tel: 020 7747 8121 Email: lorraine.mackinder@steelconstruction.org

Applicants may be registered in one or more Buildings category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any
design and erection of:
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
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Heavy industrial platework for plant structures, bunkers,
hoppers, silos etc
High rise buildings (offices etc over 15 storeys)
Large span portals (over 30m)
Medium/small span portals (up to 30m) and low rise 		
buildings (up to 4 storeys)
Medium rise buildings (from 5 to 15 storeys)
Large span trusswork (over 20m)
Tubular steelwork where tubular construction forms a 		
major part of the structure
Towers and masts
Architectural steelwork for staircases, balconies, canopies etc
Frames for machinery, supports for plant and conveyors
Large grandstands and stadia (over 5000 persons)

Company name

Tel

A C Bacon Engineering Ltd

01953 850611

Adey Steel Ltd

01509 556677

Adstone Construction Ltd

01905 794561

Advanced Fabrications Poyle Ltd

01753 653617

C

Specialist fabrication services (eg bending, cellular/		
castellated beams, plate girders)
Refurbishment
Lighter fabrications including fire escapes, ladders and 		
catwalks

Q
R
S

FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1
2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3
4 – Execution Class 4
BIM BIM Level 2 assessed
QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
(l
l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Member)

D

E

F

G H

J

l

Arminhall Engineering Ltd

01799 524510

Arromax Structures Ltd

01623 747466

ASME Engineering Ltd

020 8966 7150

l l l

Atlasco Constructional Engineers Ltd

01782 564711

l l l l

B D Structures Ltd

01942 817770

l l l l
l l l l l

028 9756 2560

BHC Ltd

01555 840006

Billington Structures Ltd

01226 340666

Border Steelwork Structures Ltd

01228 548744

Bourne Group Ltd

01202 746666

l

l l

✔

Up to £3,000,000

3

●

Up to £4,000,000

l

✔

2

l l

✔

2

l l l

l l

✔

4

✔

4

Up to £1,400,000*

✔

2

Up to £800,000

l

✔

●

Up to £3,000,000
Up to £800,000

●

Up to £3,000,000

l l

l l

l l l l l l l l

l

2

Up to £800,000

l l

l l

✔

4

●

Up to £4,000,000

l l

l l

✔

2

l l

✔

2

●

Up to £1,400,000

l

✔

4

✔

4

l l

✔

4

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

l l l l l l l l l l l l l

✔

4

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

●

Up to £4,000,000

l

l l
l
l

l l l l l l l

l l

l l l l

l l

Briton Fabricators Ltd

0115 963 2901

l

l l l l l l l l

01236 449393

l

l l l l l l

Caunton Engineering Ltd

01773 531111

l l l l l l l

Cementation Fabrications

0300 105 0135

l

l l l l l l l l

l

l

Cleveland Bridge UK Ltd

01325 381188

CMF Ltd

020 8844 0940

l

Cook Fabrications Ltd

01303 893011

l l

Coventry Construction Ltd

024 7646 4484

l l l l l l l l l

D H Structures Ltd

01785 246269

l l

D Hughes Welding & Fabrication Ltd

01248 421104

✔

4

✔

4

Duggan Steel

00 353 29 70072

ECS Engineering Services Ltd

01773 860001

Elland Steel Structures Ltd

01422 380262

4

●

Above £6,000,000

3

●

Up to £6,000,000

✔

4

●

Above £6,000,000

✔

4

l

l l

l l

Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000

4
2

Up to £40,000

l l l

✔

4

Up to £800,000

✔

4

l l l l l l l l

l l

✔

3

l l l l l l l l l l

l l

✔

4

l

✔

01745 336413

l l l l l

01603 758141

l l l l l l l l

Four-Tees Engineers Ltd

01489 885899

Fox Bros Engineering Ltd

00 353 53 942 1677

Gorge Fabrications Ltd

0121 522 5770

G.R. Carr (Essex) Ltd

01286 535501

l

Company name

Tel

C

l

l

l l l

l l l l l

l l l l l
l l

D

E

F

l

l

G H

J

l l l

l

K

L M N Q

3

Up to £6,000,000
✔

●

Up to £3,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

●

Up to £3,000,000

●

Up to £2,000,000

2

l l

l l

l l l l

Up to £6,000,000

2
✔

l

EvadX Ltd

✔

l l

l

Four Bay Structures Ltd

Up to £6,000,000

✔

l

l

Up to £3,000,000

✔

l l l

l

Up to £1,400,000

l l

l

l l l l l l l

Up to £1,400,000

l l l

l l

l l l l l l l

4

l l

l l

l

✔

l l l

l l l

l l

Up to £1,400,000
✔

4

l

l l l l l l l l l l l l l

Cairnhill Structures Ltd

NSC
Apr 20

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)
2

l
l

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any
company’s classification number, this indicates
that the assets required for this classification
level are those of the parent company.

l l

l l l l
l l

S

l l

l l l l

01309 671919

R
l

l l l l l l l l

0121 557 7241

0121 557 8261

L M N Q
l

AJ Engineering & Construction Services Ltd

Ballykine Structural Engineers Ltd

K

l l l l

Angle Ring Company Ltd

Barnshaw Section Benders Ltd

Notes
(1) Contracts which are primarily
steelwork but which may include
associated works. The steelwork contract
value for which a company is pre-qualified
under the Scheme is intended to give
guidance on the size of steelwork contract
that can be undertaken; where a project
lasts longer than a year, the value is the
proportion of the steelwork contract to be
undertaken within a 12 month period.

✔

3

2

l

Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000

l l

✔

2

Up to £1,400,000

l l

✔

4

Up to £800,000

R

S

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

Listings

Company name

Tel

H Young Structures Ltd

01953 601881

Had Fab Ltd

01875 611711

C

D

E

F

G H

J

l

Hambleton Steel Ltd

01748 810598

l l l l l l

01324 556610

l l l l

Intersteels Ltd

01322 337766

J & A Plant Ltd

01942 713511

James Killelea & Co Ltd

01706 229411

Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd

00 353 43 334 1445
0113 205 5270

LA Metalworks Ltd

01707 256290

L M N Q

l

R

✔

4

✔

4

l

✔

4

l

l l

✔

2

Up to £3,000,000

l

l l l

✔

3

Up to £2,000,000

l l

l

l l l l l
l

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

l

l l

l l l l

S

l l
l l l

Hescott Engineering Company Ltd

Kloeckner Metals UK Westok

K

l l l l l

l l

l

l l l l l l l l l l l l
l
l l

l l

l l

✔

●

Up to £2,000,000
Up to £3,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

4

Up to £40,000

4

Up to £6,000,000*

✔

4

✔

4

Up to £6,000,000

✔

2

Up to £2,000,000

✔

2

●

Above £6,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

●

Up to £2,000,000

Leach Structural Steelwork Ltd

01995 640133

l l l l l

Legge Steel (Fabrications) Ltd

01592 205320

l l

l l l

l l

M Hasson & Sons Ltd

028 2957 1281

l l l l l l l l

l

✔

M J Patch Structures Ltd

01275 333431

l

l l

l

✔

M&S Engineering Ltd

01461 40111

l

l l l

l l

l l

l l

✔

4

Up to £1,400,000

l l l

l

✔

3

Up to £1,400,000

3

Up to £3,000,000

l

✔

4

✔

4

✔

4

l

Mackay Steelwork & Cladding Ltd

01862 843910

Maldon Marine Ltd

01621 859000

l l

Mifflin Construction Ltd

01568 613311

l l l l

Murphy International Ltd

00 353 45 431384

Newbridge Engineering Ltd

01429 866722

North Lincs Structures

01724 855512

Nusteel Structures Ltd

01303 268112

l l

l

l

l

✔

l

l

l l l

l

l l l l l l l

l l

l l

l l
l

Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000

Up to £1,400,000
●

Up to £2,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

Up to £800,000

l

✔

3

l

l

✔

2

Up to £1,400,000*

3

Up to £1,400,000

01432 374400
0113 307 6730

PMS Fabrications Ltd

01228 599090

Robinson Structures Ltd

01332 574711

S H Structures Ltd

01977 681931

SAH Engineering Ltd

01582 584220

SDM Fabrication Ltd

01354 660895

l l l l l l

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

l

3
3

l l l

Painter Brothers Ltd
Peter Marshall (Steel Stairs) Ltd

l

Up to £800,000

4

2

l

l l l l
l

3

Up to £6,000,000*

l l l l

l l l

l l

l l l l

l

l

✔

3

l

✔

4
2

Up to £800,000

✔

4

Up to £3,000,000

l l l l l l l l l
l l l

l l

l l

l

l l

Up to £2,000,000
✔

●

Up to £3,000,000

✔

4

l

l l

✔

2

l

l l

l l

✔

3

Up to £1,400,000

01400 251480

l l l l

l l l

l l

2

Up to £3,000,000

Snashall Steel Fabrications Co Ltd

01300 345588

l l l l l

l

l

2

South Durham Structures Ltd

01388 777350

l l l

l

2

Up to £1,400,000

Southern Fabrications (Sussex) Ltd

01243 649000

l l

2

Up to £1,400,000

Severfield plc

01845 577896

SGC Steel Fabrication

01704 531286

Shaun Hodgson Engineering Ltd

01553 766499

Shipley Structures Ltd

l
l

Steel & Roofing Systems

00 353 56 444 1855

l

Structural Fabrications Ltd

01332 747400

l

l l

l
l l

✔

4

✔

3

●

l l

l l

✔

2

●

✔

3

01823 324266
01204 468080

Temple Mill Fabrications Ltd

01623 741720

Traditional Structures Ltd

01922 414172

l l l l l l

TSI Structures Ltd

01603 720031

l l l l l

W I G Engineering Ltd

01869 320515

Walter Watson Ltd

028 4377 8711

Westbury Park Engineering Ltd

01373 825500
01278 760591

William Hare Ltd

0161 609 0000

WT Fabrications (NE) Ltd

01642 691191

Company name

Tel

l l

l l
l l

l l l

l l

l l

✔

2

l

l l

✔

3

✔

l

l

2

✔

l

l
l

l l l l l l l l

l

l l l
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
l l l l

D

E

F

G H

l

J

K

L M N Q

l l

R

S

Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000

l

l l l l l

C

Up to £3,000,000

l l l l

l
l

Up to £2,000,000

✔

l l

Taunton Fabrications Ltd

Above £6,000,000
Up to £200,000

l l

l l

Taziker Industrial Ltd

William Haley Engineering Ltd

✔

●

l l l l l l l

l l l l

l

l l

✔

Up to £400,000
●

Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000

✔

2

Up to £400,000

✔

4

Above £6,000,000

✔

4

●

Up to £800,000

✔

4

●

Up to £6,000,000

✔

4

●

Above £6,000,000

✔

4

✔

Up to £40,000

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

NSC
Apr 20
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Listings

Steelwork contractors
for bridgeworks
The Register of Qualified Steelwork Contractors Scheme for Bridgeworks (RQSC) is open to any Steelwork Contractor who
has a fabrication facility within the European Union.
Applicants may be registered in one or more category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any design and erection of:
FRF Factory-based bridge refurbishment
Notes
AS Ancilliary structures in steel associated with bridges, footbridges or 		 (1) Contracts which are primarily steelwork but which
sign gantries (eg grillages, purpose-made temporary works)
may include associated works. The steelwork contract

FB
CF
SG
PG
TW
BA

Footbridges
Complex footbridges
Sign gantries
Bridges made principally from plate girders
Bridges made principally from trusswork
Bridges with stiffened complex platework 		
(eg in decks, box girders or arch boxes)
CM Cable-supported bridges (eg cable-stayed or
suspension) and other major structures
(eg 100 metre span)
MB Moving bridges
SRF Site-based bridge refurbishment

value for which a company is pre-qualified under the
Scheme is intended to give guidance on the size of
steelwork contract that can be undertaken; where
a project lasts longer than a year, the value is the
proportion of the steelwork contract to be undertaken
within a 12 month period.

QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001

FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1 2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3 4 – Execution Class 4
BIM BIM Level 2 compliant

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any company’s classification
number, this indicates that the assets required for this classification
level are those of the parent company.

SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
(l
l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Member)

BCSA steelwork contractor member

Tel

FB

AJ Engineering & Construction Services Ltd
Billington Structures Ltd
Bourne Group Ltd
Briton Fabricators Ltd
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Cementation Fabrications
Cleveland Bridge UK Ltd
D Hughes Welding & Fabrication Ltd
Donyal Engineering Ltd
ECS Engineering Services Ltd
Four-Tees Engineers Ltd
Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd
M Hasson & Sons Ltd
Millar Callaghan Engineering Services Ltd
Murphy International Ltd
Nusteel Structures Ltd
S H Structures Ltd
Severfield (UK) Ltd
Shaun Hodgson Engineering Ltd
Structural Fabrications Ltd
Taziker Industrial Ltd
Underhill Engineering Ltd
William Hare Ltd
Non-BCSA member
Allerton Steel Ltd
Centregreat Engineering Ltd
Cimolai SpA
CTS Bridges Ltd
Ekspan Ltd
Francis & Lewis International Ltd
Harrisons Engineering (Lancashire) Ltd
Hollandia Infra BV
HS Carlsteel Engineering Ltd
IHC Engineering (UK) Ltd
In-Spec Manufacturing Ltd
Kelly’s Welders & Blacksmiths Ltd
Lanarkshire Welding Company Ltd
Total Steelwork & Fabrication Ltd
Victor Buyck Steel Construction

01309 671919
01226 340666
01202 746666
0115 963 2901
01236 449393
0300 105 0135
01325 381188
01248 421104
01207 270909
01773 860001
01489 885899
00 353 43 334 1445
028 2957 1281
01294 217711
00 353 45 431384
01303 268112
01977 681931
01204 699999

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

01332 747400
01204 468080
01752 752483
0161 609 0000

l
l
l
l

01609 774471
029 2046 5683
01223 836299
01484 606416
0114 261 1126
01452 722200
01254 823993
00 31 180 540 540
020 8312 1879
01773 861734
01642 210716
01383 512 517
01698 264271
01925 234320
00 32 9 376 2211

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

CF

SG
l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

PG

TW

BA

CM

MB SRF FRF

AS

QM

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

4
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

4
4
4
4
2
4
3
4
3
3
4
2
4
3
4

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l

l

l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

l

l
l
l
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

FPC BIM
✓
✓

NHSS
19A 20
✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

SCM Guide Contract Value (1)
l
l
l
●
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

l

✓
✓

✓
✓

l

✓

l

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

l
l

Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £200,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £200,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000

Corporate Members
Corporate Members are clients, professional offices, educational establishments etc which support the development of national specifications,
quality, fabrication and erection techniques, overall industry efficiency and good practice.
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NSC
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Company name

Tel

Company name

Tel

Company name

Tel

Gene Mathers
Griffiths & Armour
Highways England Company Ltd

0115 974 7831
0151 236 5656
08457 504030

Inspire Insurance Services
Sandberg LLP
Structural & Weld Testing Services Ltd

02476 998924
020 7565 7000
01795 420264

SUM Ltd

0113 242 7390

Listings

Industry Members
Industry Members are those principal companies involved in the direct supply to all or some Steelwork Contractor Members of components,
materials or products. Industry member companies must have a registered office within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
QM
FPC

Quality management certification to ISO 9001
Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 Execution class 1 2 Execution class 2
3 Execution class 3 4 Execution class 4
NHSS National Highway Sector Scheme
Structural components
Company name
Albion Sections Ltd
BW Industries Ltd
Cellbeam Ltd
Composite Profiles UK Ltd
Construction Metal Forming Ltd
Daver Steels Ltd
Fabsec Ltd
Farrat Isolevel
FLI Structures
Hadley Industries Plc
Hi-Span Ltd
Jamestown Manufacturing Ltd
Kingspan Structural Products
Lionweld Group
MSW UK Ltd
Prodeck-Fixing Ltd
Structural Metal Decks Ltd
Stud-Deck Services Ltd
Tata Steel – ComFlor
voestalpine Metsec plc

Tel
0121 553 1877
01262 400088
01937 840600
01202 659237
01495 761080
0114 261 1999
01937 840641
0161 924 1600
01452 722200
0121 555 1342
01953 603081
00 353 45 434288
01944 712000
01642 233238
0115 946 2316
01278 780586
01202 718898
01335 390069
01244 892199
0121 601 6000

QM
✓
✓
✓

Computer software
Company name
SDS/2 Ltd
StruMIS Ltd
Trimble Solutions (UK) Ltd

Tel
07734 293573
01332 545800
0113 887 9790

QM

Steel producers
Company name
British Steel Ltd
Tata Steel – Tubes
Manufacturing equipment
Company name
Behringer Ltd
Cutmaster Machines (UK) Ltd
Ficep (UK) Ltd
Kaltenbach Ltd
Lincoln Electric (UK) Ltd
Peddinghaus Corporation UK Ltd
Wightman Stewart (WJ) Ltd

Tel
01724 404040
01536 402121

Tel
01296 668259
07799 740191
01924 223530
01234 213201
0114 287 2401
01952 200377
01422 823801

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

QM
✓
✓

QM

✓

CE
M
M
M
D/I
M
M
N/A
N/A
M
M
M
M
M
M
D/I
D/I
M
D/I
M
M

FPC
4
3
4

CE
N/A
N/A
N/A

FPC

CE
M
M

CE
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CE
CE Marking compliant, where relevant:
M manufacturer (products CE Marked)
D/I distributor/importer (systems comply with the CPR)
N/A CPR not applicable

NHSS

SCM

SfL

20

3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4

20

l
l
l

20

Headline
l

2

4

NHSS

l

Silver
Gold

SCM

SfL

Silver

FPC

NHSS

SCM

SfL
Silver

FPC

NHSS

SCM

SfL
Bronze
Gold
Silver
Gold

Protective systems
Company name
Forward Protective Coatings Ltd
Hempel UK Ltd
Highland Metals Ltd
International Paint Ltd
Jack Tighe Ltd
Joseph Ash Galvanizing
Jotun Paints (Europe) Ltd
PPG Architectural Coatings UK & Ireland
Sherwin-Williams Protective & Marine
Coatings
Vale Protective Coatings Ltd
Wedge Group Galvanizing Ltd

SCM
Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
l = Gold,
l = Silver,
l = Member

Tel
01623 748323
01633 874024
01343 548855
0191 469 6111
01302 880360
01246 854650
01724 400000
01924 354233
01204 521771

✓
✓

CE
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

01949 869784
01909 486384

✓

N/A
N/A

Safety systems
Company name
easi-edge Ltd

Tel
01777 870901

QM
✓

CE
N/A

FPC

Steel stockholders
Company name
AJN Steelstock Ltd
Arcelor Mittal Distribution - Scunthorpe
Barrett Steel Services Limited
British Steel Distribution
Cleveland Steel & Tubes Ltd
Dent Steel Services (Yorkshire) Ltd
Dillinger Hutte U.K. Limited
Duggan Profiles & Steel Service Centre Ltd
Kloeckner Metals UK
Murray Plate Group Ltd
NationalTube Stockholders Ltd
Rainham Steel Co Ltd

Tel
01638 555500
01724 810810
01274 682281
01642 405040
01845 577789
01274 607070
01724 231176
00 353 567722485
0113 254 0711
0161 866 0266
01845 577440
01708 522311

QM
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

CE
M
D/I
M
D/I
M
M
D/I
M
D/I
D/I
D/I
D/I

FPC
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4

Structural fasteners
Company name
BAPP Group Ltd
Cooper & Turner Ltd
Lindapter International
Tension Control Bolts Ltd

Tel
01226 383824
0114 256 0057
01274 521444
01978 661122

QM
✓
✓
✓
✓

CE
M
M
M
M

FPC

QM

CE
N/A

FPC

Welding equipment and consumables
Company name
Tel
Air Products PLC
01270 614167

QM
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

FPC

NHSS

SCM

SfL
Steel
for Life
Sponsor

SfL
Bronze

19A

Silver
Bronze
Bronze
l

Bronze
Gold

NHSS

SCM

SfL

l

4

NHSS

SCM

3B
3B

SfL
Bronze
Headline
Headline
Gold

3B

3B
3B
3B
3B

NHSS
3
3

Gold

SCM

3

NHSS

SfL

Bronze

SCM

SfL

